Abstract-A Hybrid NEURO-EPSO algorithm for solving Economic Load Dispatch Problem (ELD) with non-smooth cost function is presented in this paper. The ELD problem is a highly constrained, large scale, non-linear optimization problem, considering the equality and the inequality constraints. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, it is applied to test ELD problem with non-smooth cost function while considering the Valve-Point loading effect. Here we employ an Efficient PSO technique and the Back Propagation Algorithm(NN) to solve the ELD problem, so that faster convergence and more optimized results are obtained compared to other optimization techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Economic Load Dispatch (ELD) is defined as the process of allocating generating levels to the generators, so that the load may be supplied, entirely and most economically. The proposed method expands the original PSO to handle a different approach for solving those constraints. In this paper, an efficient PSO technique is employed so that faster convergence is obtained for the same results published in IEEE Proceedings. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method it is being applied to test ED problems with non smooth cost functions considering valve-point loading effect. Comparison with other optimization techniques showed the superiority of the proposed NEURO-EPSO approach and confirmed its 
II. FORMULATION OF ED PROBLEM

A. ED Problem with Smooth Cost Functions
Economic load dispatch (ELD) pertains to optimum generation scheduling of available generators in an interconnected power system to minimize the cost of generation subject to relevant system constraints. Cost equations are obtained from the heat rate characteristics of the generating machine. Smooth cost functions are linear, differentiable and convex functions.
The most simplified cost function of each generator can be represented as a quadratic function as given whose solution can be obtained by the conventional mathematical methods.
C=∑F j (P j )
(1) F j (P j ) = a j +b j P j +c j P j 2 (2) where C total generation cost Fj cost function of generator j aj bj cj cost coefficients of generator j Pj power output of generator j While minimizing the total generation cost, the total generation should be equal to the total system demand plus the transmission network loss.
The transmission loss is given by the equation,
where B oi is the loss co-efficient matrix.
The equality constraint for the ED problem can be given by,
where D is the total demand needed by the load or consumer. The generation output of each unit should be between its minimum and maximum limits. Where , P jmin and P jmin are the minimum and maximum output of individual generators.
B. Problem with Non-smooth Cost Functions
In reality, the objective function of an ED problem has non differentiable points according to valve-point effects.
Therefore, the objective function should be composed of a set of non-smooth cost functions. In this paper, one case of non-smooth cost function is considered i.e. the valve-point loading problem where the objective function is generally described as the superposition of sinusoidal functions and quadratic functions.
C. Non-smooth Cost Function with Valve-Point Effects
The generator with multi-valve steam turbines has a very different input-output curve compared with the smooth cost function [6] . Typically, the result of valve point is that, as each steam valve starts to open, ripples occur which should be taken into account, sinusoidal functions are added to the quadratic cost functions as follows:
F j (P j ) = a j +b j P j +c j P j 2 +e j ×sin(f j ×(P jmin --P j ))
where e j , f j are the coefficients of generator j reflecting valve-point effects. respectively, be the position of the individual i and its neighbors' best position so far [2] . Using the information, the updated velocity of individual i is modified under the following equation in the PSO algorithm:
where V i k velocity of individual of iteration at k. ω weight parameter c 1 , c 2 acceleration factors rand 1 , rand 2 The search mechanism of the PSO using the modified velocity and position of the individual i based on (7) and (8) is illustrated in 
A. Efficient PSO for ED problems
In this section, a new approach to implement the PSO algorithm will be described while solving the ED problems considering losses. The main process of the efficient PSO (EPSO) algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Step 1) Initialization of a group at random while satisfying constraints.
Step 2) Velocity and position updates while satisfying constraints
Step 3) Update of Pbest and Gbest.
Step 4) Calculate transmission losses for the obtained Pbest and Gbest
Step 5) Increment the demand with the transmission losses Step6) Go to Step 2 until satisfying stopping criteria.
In the subsequent sections, the detailed implementation strategies of the EPSO algorithm are described.
B. Initialization of Individuals
In the initialization process, a set of individuals (i.e., generation outputs) is created at random. Therefore, individual i th position at iteration 0 can be represented as the vector of X i 0 = (P i1 0 , ……, P in 0 ) where n is the number of generators. [3] The velocity of individual i is given by
corresponds to the generation update quantity covering all generators. The following procedure is suggested for satisfying constraints for each individual in the group:
Step 1) Set j=1, i=1
Step 2) Select the j th element (i.e., generator) of an individual i.
Step 3) Create the value of the element (i.e., generation output) at random satisfying its inequality constraint.
Step 4) If j=n-1 then go to step 5; otherwise j=j+1 and go to
Step 2.
Step 5) The value of the last element of an individual is determined by subtracting ∑P ij 0 from the total demand
Step 6) If i=no of individuals go to step 7; otherwise put i=i+1 and go to step 2.
Step 7) Stop the initialization process.
After creating the initial position of each individual, the velocity of each individual is also created at random. The following strategy is used in creating the initial velocity:
where ε is a small positive real number.
The velocity of element j of individual i is generated at random within the boundary [2] . The initial Pbest i of i th individual is set as the initial position of individual and the initial Gbest is determined as the position of an individual with minimum payoff of (1).
C. Velocity Update
To modify the position of each individual, it is necessary to calculate the velocity of each individual in the next stage, which is obtained from (7) . In this velocity updating process, the values of parameters such as w, c 1 and c 2 should be determined in advance. The weighting function is defined as follows 
D. Position Modification Considering Constraints
The position of each individual is modified by (8) . The resulting position of an individual is not always guaranteed to satisfy the inequality constraints due to over/under velocity [4] . If any element of an individual violates its inequality constraint due to over/under speed then the position of the individual is fixed to its maximum or minimum operating point. Therefore, this can be formulated as follows:
To resolve the equality constraint problem without intervening with the dynamic process inherent to the PSO algorithm, we propose the following procedures:
Step 1) Set j=1, i=1. Let the present iteration be k.
Step 2) Select the jth element (i.e., generator) of an individual i.
Step 3) Modify the value of element j using (7), (8) , and (11).And satisfy inequality constraint.
Step 4) If j=n-1 then go to Step 5, otherwise j=j+ 1and go to Step 2.
Step 5) The value of the last element of an individual is obtained by subtracting ∑P ij 0 from the total system demand.
Step 6) If i=no. of individuals then go to step 7; otherwise i=i+1 and go to Step2
Step 7) Stop the modification procedure
E. Update of Pbest and Gbest
The Pbest of each individual at iteration k+1 is updated as follows: The input data for standard three unit system [3] for a load demand of 850 MW with valve point loading effect is given in Table1. The convergence plot shown above clearly depicts that at how fast the convergence takes place for the proposed EPSO method.
Ten unit system
The input data for the 10 unit sample system with valve point loading effect is given below. 
IV. NEURAL NETWORKS
An artificial neural network is a mathematical or computational model based on biological neurons. They are information processing paradigms. It consists of a set of interconnected group of artificial neurons. In most cases an artificial neural network is an adaptive network. It is composed of a highly interconnected processing elements called neurons working in unison to solve specific problems. ANN's like people learn by example. Each neural network can be configured for a particular problem say classification, pattern recognition etc., through a learning process. Learning in biological neurons means the process of adjusting their synaptic connections. This holds good for artificial neural networks also.
A. Multilayered Feed Forward Network
A multi-layered feed-forward Neural Net has an input layer, an output layer and at least one hidden layer. This type of neural net can be utilized to map input patterns into desirable output patterns. To achieve the desired mapping the neural network has to be trained. The network is presented with the training patterns and the network is trained when the error is minimized.
B. Back Propagation Algorithm (NN)
The back propagation algorithm looks for the minimum of the error function in weight space using the method of gradient descent. The combination of weights which minimizes the error function is considered to be a solution of the learning problem. Since this method requires computing the gradient of the error function at each iteration step, we must guarantee the continuity and differentiability of the error function.
C. Neural Network Training
The ANN is trained to provide ELD results within a maximum tolerance of 1 MW in the generations of the units and the trained network is tested for the similar accuracy for every 1% change in the total load demand. The inputs and the outputs of the training patterns have been appropriately normalized for training the neural net.
Here the sigmoid activation function is employed, number of hidden layer used is one and the number of neurons in each layer will be equal to that of the number of generating units.
D. Simulated Results for NN Three Unit System
Input data is same as that of Table 1 
Ten Unit System
Input data is a same as that of Table3 The efficient pso technique and the neural network(back propagation algorithm) explained earlier is hybridized in a unique manner to produce this new system named as Neuro-EPSO
E. Algorithm for Hybrid Neuro-EPSO
Step 4) If j=n-1 then go to step 5; otherwise j=j+1 and go to Step 2.
Step 5) The selected generation is normalized by using binary sigmoid activation function.
Step 6) The output of the BPN is denormalized.
Step 7) The value of the last element of an individual is obtained by subtracting ∑P ij 0 from the total system demand.If the demand is satiafied then go to step-9.
Step 8) If i=no. of individuals then go to step 7; otherwise i=i+1 and go to Step2
Step 9) Stop the modification procedure
F. Hybrid Results
Three Unit System
The hybrid Neuro-EPSO algorithm is now applied for a 3 unit system whose input data is the same as that of table 1 and the results are presented below. 
Ten Unit System
Input data is same as that of table 3 It can be inferred by comparing the convergence plot of EPSO and the Hybrid NN-EPSO algorithm that the hybrid algorithm gives the most optimum cost in the least number of iterations.
Hence it can be deduced that the NN-EPSO algorithm is the superior most of all the three algorithms. This is again clearly brought out in an easy to peruse manner in the table below. 
